NaNoWriMo 2015

Plot bunny!

Sun
1

Mon
1,667 2

The way to get
started is to quit
talking and begin
doing.—Walt

Tue
3,333

The first draft is
just you telling
yourself the story.
- Terry Pratchett

Disney

3

5,000 4

—John Green

Paul Coelho

10

11

Don’t forget things
that were painful or
embarrassing. Put
them in a story that
tells the truth.—
Paula Danziger

Your intuition
knows what to
write, so get out
of the way.
—Ray Bradbury

15

16

17

22

Atwood
29
48,333
If my doctor told
me I had only six
minutes to live… I'd
type a little faster.
—Isaac Asimov

16,667

- James Thurber

28,333 18

the pen to write.—
William Thackery

38,333

24

—Nora Roberts

40,000 25

Whedon

41,667 26

Put down the most
interesting lies
you can imagine—
then make them
plausible.—Chris

When asked ‘how
do you write?’ I
invariably answer
‘one word at a
time.’ - Stephen

— Khaled Hosseini

Bohjalian

King

10,000 7

21,667 14
23,333
Don't tell me the
moon is shining;
show me the glint
of light on broken
glass.—Anton Chekhov

The purpose of
literature is to
turn blood into
ink. - T.S. Eliot

33,333 21
35,000
I write because I
don’t know what I
think until I read
what I say.—

A true piece of
writing is a dangerous thing. It
can change your
life.—Tobias Wolff

43,333 27
45,000
At any given moment, you have the
power to say this is
NOT how the story
is going to end.—
Unknown

Write about what disturbs you, what you
fear, what you have
not been willing to
speak about.—
Natalie Goldberg

11,667

People who get
blocked make the mistake of thinking they
have to write good
words.—Martha

Grimes

31,667 20

I write to explore
all the things I'm
afraid of.—Joss

Sat

Isn’t it amazing
how fast those
words pile up?

20,000 13

What people are
ashamed of usually makes a good
story.—F. Scott

30,000 19

Writing fiction is
the act of weaving
a series of lies to
arrive at a greater
truth.
30
50,000!
There is no real
ending. It’s just the
place where you stop
the story.—Frank
Herbert

8,333 6

Fitzgerald

You can fix anything but a blank
a man that he does not
page.
know till he takes up

Bradbury

Fri

Remember, remember, the fifth
of November . . .
you should be at
8,333 words!

18,333 12

Don’t get it right,
just get it written.

You fail only if you There are a thousand
stop writing.—Ray thoughts lying within

36,667 23

If I waited for perfection, I would
never write a
word.— Margaret

26,667

6,667 5

Writing is a socially acceptable
form of getting
naked in public.—

9

25,000

Thu

I just give myself
permission to
suck. I find this
hugely liberating.

8
13,333
Writing a novel lets
me intentionally
dream while still
awake.—Haruki
Murakami

Half way! Give
yourself a break
and only write
1,666 words
today.

15,000

Wed

Flannery O’Connor

28
46,667
We have to be continually jumping off
cliffs and developing our wings on the
way down.— Kurt
Vonnegut

The one thing that you have that nobody else has
is you. Your voice, your mind, your story, your vision.
So write . . . as only you can.—Neil Gaiman

